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1. SVLUC/H1 SAID 15 DEC THUS FAR ONLY ABOUT 18 MEMBERS PCH HAVE
ARRIVED KEXI CITY BUT MORE EXPECTED. HE LEARNED FROM OTHERS HERE
THAT MIGUEL YANES, PCH MEMBER, LEFT KEXI FOR HONDURAS VIA SAN SALVADOR
ON 9 DEC. NOE REJA RIVAS AND GARCIA YANES (PROBABLY JORGE
ALBERTO GARCIA YANES) TOLD S/I THEY LEAVING SOON FOR USBR TO STUDY.
S/I S/AID BOTH JOINED PCH ABOUT ONE HALF YEARS AGO. LUIS MANUEL
MIGUA'S WIFE NOW HERE BUT THEY NOT LIVING WITH ASEL CUENCA.
WIFE TOLD S/I THEY HAD MINOR FALLING OUT WITH CUENCA BUT HAD
PLANNED TO LIVE WITH LATTER.

2. RE REF A, S/I SAID THUS FAR GROUP HAS BEEN FULLY OCCUPIED TRYING
FIND QUARTERS FOR ALL AND RAISING MONEY MEET ESSENTIAL EXPENSES.
THEY NOW HOLDING RAFFLE. ZUNIGA AND BEJARANO HAVE TOLD GROUP
INFORMALLY THAT AFTER ALL SETTLED AND ORGANIZATION SET UP. GROUP
WILL BEGIN GUERRILLA TRAINING. S/I UNDERSTANDS TRAINING TO BE GIVEN
OFF-SITE JUST OUTSIDE KEXI CITY. THEY GAVE NO FURTHER DETAILS
RE PROPOSED TRAINING OR TIRING.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

SECRET

1. S/1 has spoken with ZWIGA and DJARANO only once and they got along. Appears his access will be reasonably good out will not be privy to group's most important plans and secrets.
2. Expect more detailed and complete report 20 Dec.
3. HENI defers to addressees re dissemination above info.
4. INDEX.

SECRET

S/3 comments: WDS wants report from TEGU on present SADDI status in KEN.

SECRET